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Dear Friends and Colleagues, 
 
we are happy to announce a spring program 2018 
that has a lot to offer to our partners  and readers:  
 
Bruckmann Verlag concentrates on travel and 
mountaineering of course. Not only does it cover a 
whole range of means of transport but also an 
impressive number of travel destinations. 
Frederking & Thaler doesn’t stop at the ends of the 
world but goes beyond them to present cloud 
hunters and traces of the stars to their readers. 
National Geographic Germany provides us with 
inspiring pictures of a roadtrip from Munich to 
Mumbai, the latest editions of the successful “style 
guide”-series plus the first volumes of our brand 
new Walking Guides. 
Christian Verlag finally manages to pacify the 
kitchen by officially dividing cooking chores 
between him and her. But also last minute cooking, 
regional cuisines and health & lifestyle issues have 
their place this spring. 
GeraMond not only sends train aficionados around 
the world but also makes you smile at „The 99 
biggest lemons in automotive history “. 
 
For our Backlist catalogue please visit our website: 
http://www.verlagshaus.de/foreign_rights_76_76.h
tml 
 
My colleague Britta Bettendorf and I together are 
the new Foreign Rights team at GeraNova 
Bruckmann publishing house. We are very much 
looking forward to talking to you about our new 
books. If  you would like to take a closer look at 
them, please let us know.  
 
Kind regards, 
 
Stefanie Eckl  
Foreign Rights Manager 
Email: stefanie.eckl@verlagshaus.de 
 
Britta Bettendorf 
Foreign Rights Manager 
Email: britta.bettendorf@verlagshaus.de 
 
GeraNova Bruckmann Verlagshaus GmbH 
Infanteriestraße 11a 
80797 München 
 
Phone: +49 (0)89.13 06 00 233 
Fax: +49 (0)89.1306 99 100 
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Tears of joy and blister band-aids, joy and disappointment all rub shoulders on the most
popular trans-Alpine crossing, the E5 from Oberstdorf to Merano. Nina Ruhland and
Christoph Jorda portray the people they meet on their Alpine journey, capturing
landlords of mountain huts, bus drivers, and Alpine locals with searing honesty. They
accompany hikers on their tour over the Alps, which often becomes a pathway to the
inmost depths of oneself.

After trekking the E5, Nina Ruhland (née Hölmer), journalist and mountain hiking guide,
decided to change her life. As an Alpine guide she now leads climbing school groups
along the route several times a year. In emotionally charged texts and interviews, she
explores the mystique of the E5.
Christoph Jorda is a photographer who feels most at home in the mountains and in the
crisis-torn areas of the world. He entered the world of E5 for the first time for this book,
and captured his visit in stunning images.

· The truth about the E5, from an insider’s point of view
· With spectacular shots, drone photography and portraits
· All sections include maps and summarized information on the route and the huts along
it

A Dream Trail Over the Alps

E5 – My Road Ahead
Encounters between Oberstdorf and Merano

192 pages, 26.5 x 28.3 cm, ~ 200 images
Hardcover with jacket
Retail price: €40
Publication date: April 2018 
Word count: to follow

Nina Ruhland, Christoph Jorda
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Already a firm favorite on roads everywhere, electric bikes are now heading for the hills
as E-MTBs. And what better location to try out an electric mountain bike than around the
bikers’ mecca of Lake Garda? Whether you’re a beginner, downhiller, or free rider, Lago
di Garda offers superb trails for every level of expertise. The technology of today’s e-
mountain bikes opens up a whole world of possible routes. Explore them for yourself in
our useful guide!

· Diverse  – Varied trails to please all tastes
· All-inclusive – GPS tracks, roadbooks, detailed maps and altitude profiles
· The best trails for e-bikers around Lake Garda – the mountain-biker’s El Dorado
· Must-ride trails and new challenges that are perfect for E-MTBs
· In-depth descriptions, detailed maps and GPS tracks for each route
· Up-to-date and expert – Researched locally, packed with useful tips on equipment

Lago di Garda By E-MTB

E-Mountain Biking at Lake
Garda
The 30 Best Trails

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 160 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: May 2018 
Word count: to follow 

Andreas Albrecht
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The best time of the year, exciting and relaxing at the same time. Experience Europe‘s
most popular regions in all their diversity: from the Canaries to the North Cape, from the
Baltic to Mont Blanc.

50 unforgettable journeys to coasts, beaches, mountains, cities and breathtaking
natural landscapes are documented here in stunning photos, with in-depth expert
descriptions of their sights and outdoor highlights. The ideal source of inspiration for
your next dream holiday!

· Great choice of the best holiday regions: beaches, coasts, mountains, lakes, cities
· The best places to hike, bike, climb, ride or just soak up the sun – with informative
diagrams
· Travel inspiration for all tastes, from beach holidays to sports, adventure and city
breaks

Holidays are for everyone!

Favourite Destinations –
Europe
Planning the Best Holidays

224 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 500 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €24.99
Publication date: May 2018 
Word count: to follow

Henning Aubel
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So Mallorca is all about beach holidays? Well, that’s certainly one option. But there’s more
– and this guide focuses on hiking and walking. Mallorca is a hiker’s paradise, from the
UNESCO-protected Serra de Tramuntana mountains to Llevant, with its rolling hills and
wide beaches, or sections of the popular GR221 long-distance trail. As well as 40 varied
hikes, the guide also contains tips for cultural sights, cafés with style, and beach life.

Wolfgang Heitzmann, born 1958, is a former tourism consultant and now works in
publishing. In addition to writing for a range of media, he has written over 50 books, many
about his second hiking home of Mallorca.

· 40 and over: varied tours and excursion tips for hikers
· With fold-out map giving a practical overview and GPS tracks to download
· Hikes for pleasure-seekers and adventurers between Palma and Porto Cristo
· Tips on cultural excursions, beaches and bays
· Plus: 2 exploration tours

Hiking Guide Mallorca
40 Hikes with Detailed Maps and GPS Tracks
Nature – Culture – Wellness – Including Travel
Map

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 300 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: May 2018 
Word count: to follow 

Wolfgang  Heitzmann

Hiking Guide Cinque Terre
Liguria

Nature – Culture – Wellness –
Including Travel Map

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 300 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €17
Publication date: May 2018 
Word count: to follow

Michael Pröttel

Hiking Guide Andalusia
40 Hikes with Detailed Maps and GPS
Tracks
Nature – Culture – Wellness –

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 300 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: May 2018 
Word count: to follow 

Andreas Friedrich, Michael Ahrens
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Scotland spans the storied city of Edinburgh and hip, trendy
Glasgow; famous castles and notorious lochs; storm-swept
coastlines, the rolling Highlands and the densely populated
Lowlands. Discover why whisky here tastes so unique, and
where hikers and train travelers can experience the country and
its people at their most authentic. And, of course, where the
best kilts can be found!

· Immerse yourself in the region with these captivating
impressions
· Fold-out page presents glorious panoramic views
· A journey of exploration from Edinburgh to the Isle of Skye
· Authentically Scottish – discover the most legendary places,
castles, and landscapes
· Photographs that plunge the viewer into lush green expanses
and the heart of Scots life

Dreamland Scotland
Castles, Highlands and Legends
Axel M. Mosler, Peter Sahla

160 pages, 24 x 30 cm, ~ 180 images
Hardcover with jacket
Retail price: €30
Publication date: April 2018 
Word count: to follow

160 pages, 24 x 30 cm, ~ 180 images
Hardcover with jacket
Retail price: €30
Publication date: April 2018 
Word count: to follow

Do you know the Rose Garden, the Three Peaks or the rolling
Seiser Alm? Bustling Bolzano and picturesque Merano?
The fragrance of South Tyrol’s apple blossom, the savor of the
chestnuts during traditional Törggelen feasts to celebrate the
new wine? The magnificent gardens of Trauttmansdorff Castle,
and the views from Tyrol Castle?
An illustrated book that’s sure to reveal new and undiscovered
sides of South Tyrol in addition to presenting old favorites.

· Fold-out page presents glorious panoramic views
· Two South Tyrolean natives reveal the loveliest areas between
Bolzano and Alta Badia
· With the best scenic routes, mountain-top viewing points and
cultural events
· Insiders’ glimpses into South Tyrol’s rich traditions and
vibrant modernity

Dreamland South Tyrol
Castles, Wine and Craggy Mountains
Udo Bernhart, Robert Asam,
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Ireland is mystical, breathtaking, and stunningly beautiful.
Magnificent coastlines, picturesque hills, craggy limestone
landscapes, and the traces of past millennia in historical cities
like Dublin are woven together in this travel reader. Read your
way from place to place and experience authentic Ireland in the
raw, its hospitality, its passion for music, and its natural
splendors like Connemara, the Burren, the Cliffs of Moher, and
the Giant’s Causeway in Northern Ireland.

· Pure pleasure in texts and photographs – the perfect
introduction to this holiday destination
· (Re-)Discover the counties and history of Ireland, its culture
and its lifestyle

Seductive Ireland
Compact impressions from the land of pubs and green hills
Ralf Sotscheck, Holger Leue, Ingolf Pompe, Hans-Christian
Oeser

144 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 130 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €15
Publication date: February 2018
Word count: to follow

144 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 130 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €15
Publication date: February 2018
Word count: to follow

Off to Cuba! This travel reader invites you to explore the largest
of the Antilles in a parade of fascinating writing. Drive to
stunning beaches in colorful vintage cars, a cigar firmly
clenched between your teeth, and feel the warm breeze in your
face. Listen to the pulse of music in Havana’s bars, stroll
through Trinidad’s lanes, taste the spicy cuisine of the
Caribbean, immerse yourself in the unique lifestyle, and look
forward to your holiday in Cuba!

· Attractive layout at a pocket-money price
· Portraits of the main travel regions, with overview of the top
ten sights
· The largest of the Antilles Islands in sumptuous pictures–
making Caribbean dreams come true

Seductive Cuba
Compact impressions from the island of music and zest for life
Ulli Langenbrinck, Pascal Violo
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Highlights Tibet

168 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 250 images
Hardcover with jacket
Retail price: €25.99
Publication date: April 2018 
Word count: approx. 40,000

Oliver Fülling, Christoph Mohr

Highlights Bretagne und Atlantikküste

168 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 250 images
Hardcover with jacket
Retail price: €25.99
Publication date: April 2018 
Word count: to follow

Hans Zaglitsch, Silke Heller-Jung

100 Highlights Afrikas Süden

320 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 450 images
Hardcover with jacket
Retail price: €39.99
Publication date: March 2018 
Word count: to follow

Roland F. Karl, Christian Heeb

Highlights Portugal

168 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm, ~ 350 images
Hardcover with jacket
Retail price: €24.95
Publication date: February 2018
Word count: to follow

Norbert Kustos, Andrea Lammert, Dörte Saße
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99 x Southern Sweden

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 130 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: € 14
Publication date: March 2018
Word count: approx. 30,000

Axel Pinck

99 x Eastern Friesland

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 130 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €14.99
Publication date: March 2018
Word count: to follow

Wiebke Reißig-Dwenger, Sönke Dwenger

99 x Iceland

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 130 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €14.99
Publication date: March 2018
Word count: to follow

Berit Glanz, Olaf Krüger

99 x Provence

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 130 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €14.99
Publication date: March 2018
Word count: to follow

Franz Marc Frei
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Off on Holiday – Provence and the Côte
d’Azur

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 180 images
Softcover with flaps 
Retail price: €14.99
Publication date: April 2018
Word count: approx. 48,000

Antje Bosse

Off on Holiday – Tenerife

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 180 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €14.99
Publication date: April 2018
Word count: to follow

Edda Schubert

Off on Holiday – South Tyrol

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 180 images
Sofcover with flaps
Retail price: €14.99
Publication date: March 2018
Word count: to follow

Wilfried und Lisa Bahnmüller

Off on Holiday – Tuscany

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 180 images
Softcover with flaps 
Retail price: €14.99
Publication date: March 2018
Word count: approx. 41,000

Wolfgang Benicke, Andrea Kampmann

Holidaying in France with the family can be a lot of things – but it
mustn’t be boring! This family guide takes you along to over 60
exciting excursion destinations in Provence and the Côte d’Azur.
It’s packed with everything you need for an adventurous holiday
with the whole family. Waterfalls and game reserves, climbing
parks and kayaking tours, city trips with amazing finds, and
sunny beaches. With insiders’ tips by kids for kids, plus holiday
information to ensure parents get their R&R too!

Tenerife is an outstanding holiday destination for families –
from flea markets in Santa Cruz to adventure tours along the
coast and riding expeditions, cave exploration, hands-on
museums, and the world’s best pizza in Garachio. This family
guide is crammed with ideas, trips and festivals for an
unforgettable holiday for all the family on the Canary Islands.
Here are tips that will make kids‘ eyes shine brighter, plus island
highlights that will fascinate their parents.

Taking the family to the heart of nature at Pragser Wildsee lake,
exploring the Ötzi Museum in Bolzano or going on an exciting
hike in Bletterbach Gorge – a holiday in South Tyrol offers
fantastic experiences for large and small. This holiday and
hiking guide is the ideal preparation for your family holiday in
South Tyrol.

Florence, Pisa, San Gimignano… all familiar names for Tuscany-
lovers. But how can parents unlock the attraction of all those old
buildings and traces of history for their children when the beach
and sea are just next door? Wolfgang Benicke, father of twins
and an experienced Italian guide, has plenty of tips for a
successful family holiday in Tuscany.
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288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 450 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €15.99
Publication date: January 2018 
Word count: to follow

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 450 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: € 16
Publication date: January 2018 
Word count: to follow

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 450 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €15.99
Publication date: March 2018
Word count: to follow

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~450 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: € 16
Publication date: September 2017
Word count: to follow

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 450 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €15.99
Publication date: January 2018 
Word count: to follow

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 450 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €15.99
Publication date: March 2018
Word count: to follow

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 450 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €15.99
Publication date: January 2018 
Word count: to follow

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 450 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €15.99
Publication date: January 2018 
Word count: to follow

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 450 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €15.99
Publication date: January 2018 
Word count: to follow

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 450 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €15.99
Publication date: January 2018 
Word count: to follow

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 450 images
Softcover withh flaps
Retail price: €15.99
Publication date: January 2018 
Word count: to follow

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 450 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €15.99
Publication date: March 2018
Word count: to follow

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 450 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €16
Publication date: January 2018 
Word count: to follow

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 450 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €15.99
Publication date: January 2018 
Word count: to follow

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 450 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €16
Publication date: März 2018
Word count: to follow

288 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 450 images
Softcover with flaps 
Retail price: €15.99
Publication date: January 2018 
Wortd count: to follow
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The lofty heights of the Pyrenees, the azure Mediterranean, the crashing waves of the
Atlantic, the idiosyncratic Basque country, the vibrant metropolis of Madrid, and the Gaudi
stronghold of Barcelona: Spain has endless travel highlights on offer. Now Thomas Cernak
has combined the best travel routes for RV travellers from Galicia to Gibraltar in a single
volume, including parking and sightseeing tips for all tours.

Thomas Cernak is a freelance journalist and photographer. He is a member of the
Association of German Travel Journalists (VDRJ) and is passionate about motorhome travel.
Cernak works for magazines including promobil and CARAVANNING. In 2008 he took the
CampChallenge and traveled around the world in 80 days. Other successful books
published by Thomas Cernak at Bruckmann are “Croatia by RV” and “France by RV.”

· 16 varied tours through the kingdom of Spain
· All travel routes have been thoroughly tested and are described in detail
· With the best caravan sites from the Atlantic to the Mediterranean

Spain By RV
The loveliest routes from the Pyrenees to the
Costa de la Luz

288 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 250 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €30
Publication date: April 2018 
Word count: to follow

Thomas Cernak

Northern Poland by RV
The Best Routes from the Baltic Coast
to Masuria

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 120 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €20
Publication date: March 2018 
Word count: to follow

Rainer D. Kröll

The Alps by RV
The most beautiful  panoramic tours  in
Germany, France, Austria, Switzerland,
Italy and Slovenia

288 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 200 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: March 2018 
Word count: to follow

Michael Moll
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When were mobile homes first built? How big is the biggest mobile home in the world?
And why are refrigerators in mobile homes always so small? Mobile homes have come a
long way from drivers’ initial ambition to spend a more comfortable night in their car to
today’s app-controlled high-tech mobile homes. Torsten Berning reveals everything you
need to know about the journey. Facts and fun from the life of a mobile home are
collected in this reader for RV fans.

Torsten Berning has been an author of travel memories and RV guides since 2012. As a
specialist in marketing and organization, he also collaborates with various RV
manufacturers. Even after more than 250,000 kilometres, they are still infected by the
virus and have now travelled to every corner of Europe. In his free time, the whisky
connoisseur enjoys walking or cycling with his wife and his dog.

· Lots of facts about RV travel
· Lots of tips to make RV travel easier
· Lots of fun facts to enrich RV travel

Key Knowledge for Mobile Home Lovers

101 things an RV lover needs to
know

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 150 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €15
Publication date: April 2018
Word count: to follow

Torsten Berning
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Space to race, curves to drive you round the bend, and
panoramic routes – the Dolomites fulfill everything a biker’s
heart could possibly desire. This guide, with its quirky layout
and fun photos, takes readers through the provinces of
Belluno, Trentino, and South Tyrol. Local expert Dietrich Hub
invites you to tackle the curves through “the most beautiful
architecture in the world” and provides tips for biker hotspots
along the way: meeting-points, bike museums, parts markets,
workshops, and more.

· Attractive destinations and great routes, written by bikers for
bikers
· With tips on biker meet-ups, must-sees, and shopping
addresses for bikers
· The ideal gift for any biker

66 x Dolomites and South Tyrol for
Bikers
Hotspots and Tours
Dietrich Hub

192 pages, 12.7 x 19.5 cm
Retail price: €17.90
Softcover with flaps
Publication date: March 2018
Word count: to follow

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 150 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €16
Publication date: April 2018
Word count: to follow

Cover will follow

Which are the ten highest Alpine passes? What are the top ten
fastest bikes ever? Where are the ten most famous bikers’
meeting-points? Where are the ten cheapest fuel stations in the
Alps? What are the ten funniest biker jokes? Passionate biker
Heinz E. Studt has a host of tips and delivers a host of fun facts
related to his favourite hobby – all neatly packaged into Top
Ten lists. Biker lore a thousandfold!

· Useful and fun: a must-read for any genuine biker
· 1000 x biker lore: facts for bikers and pillion riders
· Fun to read: entertainingly illustrated with photos and
drawings

The Big Little Motorbike Book
Useful, weird and fun information in pictures, facts and figures
Heinz E. Studt
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Michael Runkel has already travelled through over 175 countries, experiencing many
undiscovered places far off the beaten track – like Niue in the South Pacific Ocean, the
smallest country in the world; the Russian island of Kamchatka, a UNESCO World
Heritage site; and Mogadishu in Somalia, the most dangerous city in the world. Join one
of Germany’s best-travelled photographers as he explores the boundaries of our
habitable world, and follow in his footsteps!

Michael Runkel is a freelance travel photographer whose pictures have been published
around the world in guidebooks, newspapers, magazines, advertising, and a host of
multimedia sources. His travels have taken him to virtually all parts of the globe. His
library of photographs spans travel destinations, people, traditional lifestyles and
cultures, antique temples, and archeological sites. In addition to UNESCO World
Heritage sites, he is particularly fascinated by areas of the world that are as yet
untouched by tourism.

· Travel stories: extraordinary trips to virtually undiscovered places
· Travel guidance: practical information on travel times, getting there and planning your
trip
· Travel hacks: valuable tips from an authentic travel pro

The World is Not Enough!

Travelling to the ends of the
world
Stories of a Globetrotter

208 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 230 images
Hardcover with jacket
Retail price: €34.99
Publication date: January 2018
Word count: approx. 29,500

Michael Runkel
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When dangerous storms blow up out of harmless clouds, it’s a phenomenon we
experience again and again. The sky turns black, torrential rain and wind scour the
country, and hail pelts down, a destructive force. What makes hearts sink at insurance
companies is the perfect setting for “storm hunter” Bastian Werner. Weather extremes
and meteorology are his passion. His illustrated book presents spectacular
photographs, from the twilight hour and storm cells to glowing nocturnal cloudscapes.

Storm hunter Bastian Werner, born in Southern Hesse in 1993, photographs storms and
weather phenomena throughout Germany and beyond. During his training as a glider
pilot, he began to delve more deeply into the subject of the weather, finding that the
better his weather forecasting skills, the longer he was able to keep his glider afloat on
thermals and updraughts. He is fascinated by the diversity of weather phenomena in our
atmosphere, from storms to sunsets, and has gained a reputation as one of the best-
known weather photographers in Germany.

· Stunning photographs of weather and cloud formations from the Alps to the northern
coast
· Informative diagrams complement these unique images by “storm hunter” Bastian
Werner
· With meteorological texts by experts from the ARD and German Meteorological Service

Freedom Under the Clouds

Cloud Hunters
Forces of Nature Over Germany

192 pages, 26.5 x 28.3 cm, ~ 200 images
Hardcover with jacket
Retail price: €40
Publication date: February 2018
Word count: to follow

Bastian Werner
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In the beginning was the Big Bang – or was it?
Among the theories striving to explain how life on earth began, one suggests that
comets brought life to us from space; another believes the depths of the oceans were
the cradle of all life. Exploration of these unknown worlds is a focus of research in our
times. This book presents the latest findings on evolution, aliens, and other worlds in an
entertaining and often amusing way.

· The first book to link intriguing facts and riddles from the cosmos and the deep oceans
· An entertaining brief history of evolution based on the latest findings
· Breathtaking images from space and the oceans, some little-known

The Extremes of Life

Traces of the Stars
The Origins of Life in the Cosmos and the
Ocean Depths

192 pages, 21.8 x 26 cm, ~ 200 images
Retail price: €30
Hardcover
Publication date: February 2018
Word count: to follow

Till Mundzeck, Ute Wilhemsen
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A converted police truck, 50,000 kilometres and 18 months add up to an adventure of a
rather special kind. Gabriele Gerner and her husband had a narrow escape from the
major earthquake in Bhaktapur, crossed the Manali-Leh Highway – the most dangerous
pass in the world, battled brazen policemen and suicidal drivers, and joined the flower
children’s celebrations in Rishikesh, yoga capital of the world. This road trip from
Munich to Phnom Penh and Mumbai was fringed with milestones; ultimate experiences,
extreme nature and emotions of infinite joy.

Gabriele Gerner-Haudum is a former designer and has been a freelance photographer
and author of gift books, calendars and travel literature since 1998. She is generally
inspired to create her pictures and stories by her exciting adventures and expeditions,
which have taken her around the world several times. When not travelling, she lives in
Munich and on Mallorca.

· A road trip for the bold – from Munich to Iran, Russia, Mongolia and Cambodia and
back to India
· Photographic travel diary with personal notes, amazing stories and souvenirs
· Crossing borders: with practical tips and mental support from first-hand experience

50,000 km, 540 days, 20 countries

No Hurry
My Road Trip By Truck from Munich to Mumbai

192 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 280 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: May 2018 
Word count: to follow

Gabriele Gerner
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Through with HafenCity, the Jungfernstieg and the famous
Michl church? Don’t stop there; Hamburg has plenty more to
offer. What about the world’s best coffee, imaginative design,
fashion for bargain-hunters, vintage fans, and fashionistas,
and – to fuel all these adventures – a whole range of heavenly
cakes and fragrant foods? Get ready to explore fashion
highlights! Our Style Guide Hamburg will be your best friend for
shopping trips through Ottensen, Karolinenviertel, and all the
other treasures awaiting you. A travel guide that’s as hip as the
tips and information crammed between its covers.

styleguide Hamburg
eat, shop, love it
Claudia  Reshöft, Anne Eickenberg

272 pages, 14.0 x 21.0 cm, ~ 450 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €26.99
Publication date: April 2018 
Word count: to follow

272 pages, 14.0 x 21 cm, ~ 450 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €26.99
Publication date: April 2018
Word count: to follow

Watch out for your wallet! Barcelona is packed with so many
tempting shopping experiences that your holiday cash might
not be able to take the strain. The city has more shopping
opportunities than virtually anywhere else, with tiny boutiques,
designer stores, markets, heavenly patisseries and cafes, and a
host of superb and very special restaurants. A guide that’s so
full of temptations, you might just decide to leave Barcelona’s
highlights behind…

styleguide Barcelona
eat, shop, love it
Stephan Mitsch, Anna Serrano
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styleguide Rome

256 pages, 14.0 x 21.0 cm; ~ 600 images
Hardcover
Retail price: € 27
Publication date: October 2017
Word count: approx. 20,000

Nicole Testa-Kerpen, Thilo Weimar

styleguide Copenhagen

256 pages, 14.0 x 21.0 cm, ~ 600 images
Hardcover
Retail price: € 25
Publication date: May 2017
Word count: approx. 20,000
Sold to: AUS (World English) 

Anna Peuckert, Søren Jepsen

styleguide Vienna

256 pages, 14 x 21 cm, ~ 600 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €25
Publication date: May 2017
Word count: approx. 26,000

Angie Rattay, Brigitte Rattay

styleguide Berlin

272 pages, 14 x 21 cm, ~ 600 images
Hardcover
Retail price: € 24.99
Publication date: January 2016
Word count: approx. 26,000
Sold to: FR, NL, AUS (World English)

Ellen Teschendorf, Petra Albert

What a great city! Rome offers superb shopping for every
budget, stylish bars and aperitivo locations, and an exciting
open air nightlife. Browse designer stores around the
Colosseum or between Piazza Navona and Campo de’ Fiori. Visit
typically Roman Artigiani and have a look at edgy vintage stores.
Enjoy the fresh style of the best newcomers in the gastronomy
and design scenes.

Copenhagen is world-famous for crisp, elegant and timeless
design. Moreover, the city, located on the Oresund strait, knows
how to combine the latest trends in design, art and architecture
with a relaxed approach to life, and style guide Copenhagen is
the essential companion for anybody looking for something
special beyond the tourist track.

Angie and Brigitte Rattay, Viennese through and through, reveal
the best coffeehouses in the city and the small, lovingly
designed shops that are more museums than businesses. From
artisan craftwork and quirky accessories to choice
confectionery, this impressive book offers new inspiration for
favourite places, both for travellers and for locals.

Specialties, curiosities and beautiful things — the  styleguide
Berlin is an indispensable companion for those straying from the
tourist paths, who are looking for a special view of the city. Petra
Albert and Ellen Teschendorf lead the reader to little shops with
a unique atmosphere, beautifully designed cafes and
extraordinary galleries.
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The Austrians have a word for taking a stroll: “strandeln.” Walking too far will cause pains
in the “pins.” But with the Walking Guide Vienna, a stroll through the city will be pure
pleasure. These fascinating walks through the various districts of Austria’s capital city take
visitors along the Ring, through parks and the Prater funfair, to the Belvedere and the
Court Riding School.

This National Geographic guide contains everything you can discover on foot in Vienna.
With maps and tips for your city break.

Walking Vienna
Exploring the City’s Best Sights On Foot

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 160 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €14.99
Publication date: April 2018
Word count: to follow

Heide Marie Karin Geiss

Walking Lisbon
Exploring the City’s Best Sights On
Foot

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 160 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €14.99
Publication date: April 2018
Word count: to follow

Eva Mäkler

Walking Stockholm
Exploring the City’s Best Sights On
Foot

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 160 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €14.99
Publication date: April 2018
Word count: to follow

Lisa Arnold
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Many cooks spoil the broth? Not with this cookbook for couples! The book is actually
two books in one, with specific roles assigned to each partner. Of course the recipe prep
instructions are designed for kitchens equipped with only one stove, one oven, one food
processor, and so on – but both partners have their own duties in the recipe they create
together. From simple everyday dishes to culinary masterpieces for experienced cooks.

Annette Sandner grew up in a restaurant environment. Now a freelance consultant,
recipe developer, copywriter, and photographer, she is based in Munich. Her blog
“culinary pixel” (launched in 2012) has won multiple awards.
Michael “Mikey” Riedl is a trained chef and head of the catering operation HillBilly Food
Crew. After working as a chef in Bavaria and Switzerland, he now serves up fine
Southern food for events, catering, cookery shows, and trade exhibitions, and holds
cookery courses. His style blends a sophisticated take on American food with the tasty,
down-to-earth heartiness of the Bavarian Forest, the home of HillBilly Food Crew.

As a couple, Annette Sandner and Michael Riedl are thoroughly familiar with cooking
together from their own extensive experience.

· Two in one: the first cookbook set tailored to cooking together
· Clear allocation of tasks to simplify cooking with a partner
· The ideal gift for couples to celebrate a new home, engagement, or wedding

Cooking Together Means Never Cooking Alone

Two People, One Stove
The Ultimate Cookbook for Couples

288 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm, ~ 150 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €30
Publication date: January 2018 
Word count: to follow

Annette Sandner, Michael Riedl
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Son turns up his nose at vegetables, Daughter isn’t hungry, and time to actually cook is
at a premium. Cooking for a family can be a tough job! That’s where this cookbook can
help. Here are 120 recipes for healthy, varied and fast dishes that the whole family will
love. From classics to new ideas, these delicious recipes will soon become firm favorites
with parents and kids alike.

Sarah Schocke, dietician, spent many years working for a leading publisher of self-help
guides. Today she is a specialist journalist and author on nutrition, health, and cookery
topics, and lives in Frankfurt/Main.
Alexander Dölle, dietician, works for a leading organic company. A passionate cook, he
has written numerous books with Sarah Schocke.

· For Mom and Dad: great recipes for everyday dinners with short prep times
· For the kids: healthy dishes everyone will love
· For the whole family: attractive design with special features about getting creative

Keeping Family Dinners Happy

Family Kitchen Happiness
120 Dishes Everyone Will Love

240 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm, ~ 150 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €25
Publication date: March 2018
Word count: to follow

Alexander Dölle und Sarah Schocke, Tina Engel
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Fed-up with boring cheese sandwiches, monotonous home
delivery pizza, or dull-as-ditchwater ready meals? But no
interest in standing in the kitchen for hours just to put dinner
on the table? Here’s the answer! This book is packed with ultra-
speedy recipes for your very own “dinner for one”. Easy to
prepare, they’ll brighten your after-work evening – and can
even win you kudos as recipes for two!

· Quick to shop for: recipes have few ingredients, plus original
tweaks
· Quick to cook: maximum of 30 minutes
· Fast dishes for singles
· Healthy, varied recipes to cook for one

Last Minute Cooking for One
Superfast Recipes Just for Me

128 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 60 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €14
Publication date: March 2018 
Word count: to follow

128 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 60 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €14
Publication date: March 2018 
Word count: to follow

Recipes that help to lose weight need not be complicated or
dull! The proof is in this low-carb cookbook for quick, tasty
dishes.
Low-carb and high-protein, these recipes are fast to cook. And
with only 30 minutes of prep, there’s lots of time left after
dinner for a workout or exercise. The ideal way to a bikini body!

· Quick to succeed: recipes that will impress cooking zeros
· Delicious low-carb dishes ready in 30 minutes at most
· Fun, tasty, no-fuss food for every day
· With common ingredients found in every store cupboard

Last Minute Low Carb
Superfast Recipes for Slim Figures
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Do you get annoyed when your barbecued food falls through
the grill rack? Or if meat and vegetables cook unevenly? Or if fat
drips into the flames, causing flare-ups? The plancha could be
just what you’ve been looking for! Everything is cooked on a
smooth, flat grill – gambas, shrimp and vegetables retain all
their flavor without losing nutrients. And plancha cookery
makes liberal use of juices, marinades or alcohol. Barbecue
like the Spanish do!

· The very first barbecue book about plancha grills
· A healthier, more creative and more flavourful alternative to
conventional barbecuing
· At last – Mediterranean cuisine for the barbecue!

Plancha Meets BBQ

101 Creative Flat Top Grill Dishes
Rudolf Jaeger, Jo Kirchherr

192 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm, ~ 100 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: April 2018
Word count: to follow

192 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm, ~ 115 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €20
Publication date: April 2018
Word count: to follow

There’s no better way of celebrating a football game than a
barbecue. To make sure your event is a success, this book has
brought together the favorite recipes of the 32 teams in the
NFL. Barbecue star Andreas Rummel reveals what’s served up
in the stadium and how to transfer the recipes to a home BBQ.
From typical US specialties like pulled pork sandwiches,
buffalo wings, and hush puppies, to creative ideas like burgers
served in football buns!

· For sports fans: a BBQ book for before, during and after the
game
· For event fans: BBQ dishes that are great for tailgating parties
· For barbecue fans: over 70 recipes from pro barbecue expert
Andreas Rummel

The Ultimate American Football
Barbecue Book
The Best Recipes for Match Day
Andreas Rummel, Dirk Tacke
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Ever tasted halim, an Oriental version of porridge? Or khoresht-e karaws, a tasty stew? Or
djudje kabab, grilled chicken skewer? Or fereni, a Persian dessert? This Oriental cookery
book presents traditional Persian dishes, often with a modern twist. It explores life in
Teheran – a city where nothing is permitted, and everything is possible, traditional and
rigorous, yet modern and vibrant. Be inspired!

· The latest volume from the iconic cookbook series – with fascinating photos capturing
the people and the food
· Experience Persia up close with these impressions of the country and the people
· Over 100 recipes from today’s Teheran and the classic Orient

Teheran
Cult Recipes

272 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 200 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €30
Publication date: February 2018
Word count: to follow

Parvin Razavi, Arnold Pöschl, Gersin Livia Paya

Vienna
Cult Recipes

272 pages, 22.7 x 27.4 cm, 
~ 350 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €30
Publication date: February 2017
Word count: approx. 34,000
Sold to: NL

Antonia Kögl, Arnold Pöschl

Barcelona
Cult Recipes

272 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 300 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €29.99
Publication date: Spring 2016
Word count: approx. 43,000
Sold to: NL; AUS (EN world rights)

Stephan Mitsch, Arnold Pöschl
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Jewish cuisine is as diverse and varied as Jewish culture and Judaism itself,
incorporating influences from many different countries.
Our authors sought out the chefs that are shaping modern Jewish cuisine, and brought
their stories and their favorite recipes together in a single volume. Browse over 80
kosher recipes from Israel and the United States, from Germany and Latin America, from
South Africa and Australia.

Berlin-born Liv Fleischhacker began to write about food and drink culture in 2014.
Growing up bilingual between Berlin and Los Angeles, she writes in German and English.
In 2017 she organized Berlin’s first Jewish Food Week, “Nosh Berlin”.
Maria Grossmann (styling) and Monika Schuerle (photos) have worked together on
original joint projects since 2007, focusing on food photography from the outset. Their
work includes journalism and books, with publications in Germany and abroad. The two
work together in Hamburg and Berlin under the name of Team Grossmann.Schuerle.

· 80 recipes from all over the world: creative, modern, unique
· Great portraits of people shaping Jewish cuisine throughout the world
· Fascinating portraits from where everything is happening: Berlin, Tel Aviv, New York,
Sydney

Jewish Cuisine – Worldwide

Masel Tov!
Modern Jewish Cuisine with Recipes from All
Over the World

224 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm, ~ 110 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €30
Publication date: April 2018
Word count: to follow

Liv Fleischhacker, Lukas Großmann,
Grossmann.Schuerle
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South Tyrol is an eternally popular destination for vacationers. One of its main attractions
is its unique cuisine. This culinary guide is devoted to new discoveries in South Tyrol‘s
restaurant scene. Chef Otto Geisel visits up-and-coming restaurateurs, winegrowers and
farmers in his chosen home, tells their stories, presents their culinary secrets and lists
their favorite recipes. 100 culinary discoveries that are revolutionizing the food of South
Tyrol!

· For explorers: new discoveries in South Tyrol’s modern culinary scene
· For eco-gourmets: focus on sustainability, responsibility, and quality
· For food lovers: a culinary foretaste of the next vacation in South Tyrol

South Tyrol
A Culinary Tour. Eating – Drinking – Enjoyment

224 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm, ~ 120 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €25
Publication date: March 2018
Word count: to follow

Otto Geisel, Udo Bernhart

Brittany – The Cookbook
Authentic Recipes from the Rugged
Atlantic Coast of France

224 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm, ~ 150 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €25
Publication date: February 2018
Word count: to follow

Murielle Rousseau, Ulrike Kirmse,
Marie Preaud

Authentic Alsatia!
85 Family Recipes from Baeckaoffe to
Kougelhopf

224 pages, 19 x 25.5 cm, ~ 300 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €25
Publication date: February 2018
Word count: to follow

Frédéric Kempf, Cettina Vicenzino
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The word “whisky” means “water of life.” No wonder this iconic
spirit is enjoying a growing market — but its popularity
confronts novices with the problem of finding the right single
malt for their taste. Should they go for a Scottish classic like
Glenfiddich or an Irish newcomer like Teeling, or try an exotic
exception like Amrut from India? Smoky or fruity, peaty or
malty? The whisky guide by whisky aficionada Petra Milde has
all the answers.

· What? Whisky is, and will always be the ultimate iconic spirit
· Who? Whisky expert Petra Milde is familiar with classics and
newcomers alike from all over the world
· For whom? Whisky novices can find guidance on which single
malt may become their favorite

99 x Whisky
The Best Single Malts of the World
Petra Milde

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 120 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €15
Publication date: April 2018
Word count: to follow

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 120 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: € 15
Publication date: October 2017 
Word count: to follow

Gordon’s? Sure. The Duke? Maybe. Monkey 47? Hmm, pretty
advanced. But that’s only the beginning! Blogger Petra Milde
presents an overview of proven brands of the popular juniper-
based spirit, and also explores new brands from classic dry
gins to inventive “New Western”-style products. She is an
expert on gins from England and Scotland, Germany and Spain,
and more. Find out all you need to know about the origins,
history and manufacture of gin. Cheers!

· Trend-setting spirit: whisky was yesterday – today, gin is in!
· Trend-setting market: 1200 new gin producers since 1999
· Trend-setting book: featuring classic brands from all over the
world and insiders’ tips by a gin expert�

99 x Gin
The World’s Best Juniper-Based Spirits
Petra Milde
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We all know about the brain in our heads. But what about the brain in our bellies? This
“second brain” is a mirror of our cerebral brain and plays an important role in emotions
of joy and sorrow, influencing our thinking and our psyche. Correct nutrition can thus
influence our brain and our mood. This cookery book provides practical rules based on
scientific findings, accompanied by the appropriate recipes – so that you can “eat
yourself smart”!

Prof. Dr Peter Holzer is Professor of Experimental Neurogastroenterology at Graz Medical
University. After gaining his doctorate in biology and biochemistry, he began to explore
unanswered questions concerning the functioning of the nervous system and digestive
tract. He has spent over two decades examining the issue of how the gut and brain
communicate and how this interaction can contribute to stomach pain and psychological
disorders. Peter Holzer has received numerous awards and accolades for his work in this
area, including the Decoration for Services to the Republic of Austria and the Masters
Award for Basic Research in Digestive Sciences of the American Gastroenterological
Association.

· Scientifically based: by an expert in intestinal/brain research
· Clearly explained: how our gut influences our brain
· Applied in practice: recipes for a healthy gut and fit brain

How Your Gut Influences Your Brain

Gut Smart
Your Gut Microbiome – The Key to a Fitter Brain

192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 80 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €20
Publication date: February 2018 
Word count: to follow

Sabrina Sue Daniels, wissenschaftliche
Beratung: Prof. Dr. Peter Holzer
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Diabetes and obesity, sleep disorders and mood swings, cravings and skin problems are
just a few of the problems caused by excessive sugar consumption.
And yet giving up sugar can be so easy, with sugar-free blogger Dominique Bachmann
as living proof. She identifies hidden sugar, takes a critical look at eating habits, and
provides great recipes with sugar-free alternatives that are bound to shake up your store
cupboard!

· For every day! Step by step to a sugar detox with 5 challenges
· Beat sugar addiction! Be fitter, more alert, and happier without sugar
· Enjoy life! Delicious recipes with healthy alternatives to sugar

Life Can be Sweet – Without Sugar

No Sugar
40 Recipes for a Sugar-Free Life

128 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 60 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €15
Publication date: February 2018 
Word count: to follow

Dominique Bachmann
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With lists of ingredients including allergens, petroleum, and microplastics, many
industrially produced cosmetics sound like something to run a mile from, rather than be
applied to the skin – especially by pregnant women or babies.
But by making cosmetics yourself using 100 per cent natural substances, you can simply
eliminate ingredients of concern.

Herbalist Natascha von Ganski reveals easy ways to make natural cosmetics at home.
Natascha von Ganski has been an alternative practitioner since 1998, with her own
practice, and lectures in conventional and herbal medicine. She has operated her own
herbalism institute in Berlin since 2008, and has been a medical consultant for the
development of naturopathic medical products since 2016. She lives with her husband
and two children in Berlin.

· Natural: over 30 skin care lotions, creams and cosmetics to make yourself
· Useful: with practical information about medicinal plants, herbs, and skin care
· Encouraging: practical step-by-step instructions

Pure Care from Natural Ingredients

Natural Care for Mother and
Child
Home-made lotions and creams – for
pregnancy, after the birth and in baby’s first
year

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 70 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €20
Publication date: April 2018 
Word count: to follow

Natascha von Ganski
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In our hectic modern world, many people feel an overwhelming urge to slow down their
lives and take time for themselves: time for more mindfulness. The perfect location is
outdoors, in our own garden. Gardening and landscaping expert Lars Weigelt is our
guide to achieving mindfulness in gardening. He presents practical garden projects that
encourage conscious awareness of experiences, helps to find inner peace with seasonal
thoughts, and shows how to build strength from the moment. A gardening book that
brings tranquility into our chaotic world.

After studying landscape management in Dresden, where he was born and grew up, Lars
Weigelt worked in Karlsruhe as a landscape planner among other positions. Since the
start of 2011, he has brought together his green-fingered expertise in the fields of text
and photographic production and garden planning under the name “Die grüne Note.” As
a journalist and editor, he writes for garden-related media; in his capacity as planner, he
designs and creates individual gardens and open spaces. He focuses on connecting
sound ecological sense with contemporary design and the ‘bigger picture’ of overall
project concepts, living his passion for gardening in his activities. Lars Weigelt
communicates and shares his gardening knowledge with verve and dedication in
magazine articles and gardening books.

· Conscious experience: relaxing, absorbing small-scale garden projects
· Finding peace: with thoughts on the seasons and the changes in nature
· Gaining strength: in observing nature and experiencing life in the here and now

Gardening For the Soul

Mindfulness Through
Gardening
Experience Awareness, Find Peace, Gain
Strength

192 pages, 19.0 x 25.5 cm, ~ 150 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €25
Publication date: February 2018
Word count: to follow

Lars Weigelt
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Fitness with Heike Drechsler!
No time or interest in doing sports? This fitness guide will
ensure you stay nimble whatever your age. Heike Drechsler
presents varied exercises that show how easy it is to get, and
stay, fit in everyday life with the minimum of effort. The
exercises are easy to slot into your day-to-day routine, improve
stamina, and strengthen muscles. Say hello to a whole new
outlook on life!

· Fitness pro Heike Drechsler shows what to do
· Simple, easy fitness concept for everyday
· Just a few minutes a day are enough to bring new vitality

Everyday Fitness – with Heike
Drechsler
Small-Scale Exercises that Make a Difference
Heike Drechsler

128 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €20
Publication date: February 2018
Word count: to follow

224 pages, 22.2 x 26.5 cm, ~ 100 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €25
Publication date: February 2018
Word count: to follow

Reducing body fat, building muscles, boosting stamina: on the
way to achieving peak fitness, nutrition has an important role
to play. With the right sports nutrition, you can train more
efficiently, see progress faster and style your body more
effectively. Training, competitions or regeneration – this book
explains which nutrients your body needs and when. A
comprehensive recipe section supplies the dishes to
complement the instructions.

· For the mind: information on nutrition that’s practical and
easy to use
· For the body: delicious recipes for training, competitions, and
regeneration
· For success: with progress reports from wide-ranging athletes

Sports Nutrition for Every Day
Your Route to Top Fitness
Isabell Heßmann, Ulrike Kirmse
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Successful Stress Management from the Healing Powers of the
Forest

Being in the forest has a positive influence on body and soul.
We can feel it – and science has proved it. Japanese doctors
call this power »shinrin yoku« – bathing in the forest. But what
exactly is the secret of its healing force? Certified relaxation
and stress management therapist Esther Winter reveals why
being in the forest is so beneficial for us and explains how to
relax there, mindful and immersed in our five senses, and how
to bring the forest home with us.

· Close to burning out? Find healing on your doorstep – in the
forest: the forest as medicine
· Not esoteric, this is practical support for every day: Forest
therapy for body and soul

The Shinrin Yoku Practice Manual
Learning Relaxation – Practising Mindfulness
Esther Winter

160 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 100 images
Softcover
Retail price: €19.99
Publication date: April 2018 
Word count: to follow

192 pages, 16.5 x 23.5 cm, ~ 50 images
Hardcover
Retail price: €17.99
Publication date: January 2018
Word count: approx. 33,300

When you know exactly what you need, you find you don’t need
very much. When excess invades every part of our lives – from
closet to refrigerator, from friendships to work – it brings far
more stress than joy. Minimalism is the philosophy for our age;
detoxing every area of our lives.

How to get started? How to focus on what’s really important,
how to concentrate? Simply follow our detox tips for a clutter-
free, clearer life!

· A host of detox tips for a freer, simpler life
· Banish excess – make time for mindfulness!
· Clear and declutter every area of your life!

Detox your Life
Letting Go and Decluttering Every Area of Your Life
Sarah Wasgien
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Calling all railroad fans – here’s the ultimate travel guide for aficionados of train travel.
The guide takes railroad lovers around the world to destinations that will make their
hearts beat faster, including the Cevennes Railway in France, with its many tunnels, the
world-famous Darjeeling Himalayan Railway in India, a narrow-gauge steam train; and
the legendary Georgetown Loop Railroad in the Rocky Mountains.

The Railroad Experience

100 Dream Destinations for
Rail Globetrotters
The Railroad Experience

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
Retail price: €15
Softcover with flaps
Publication date: May 2018
Word count: to follow

Michael Dörflinger
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What year was the first Tour de France held? How does a puncture-proof tyre work?
What’s the difference between a mountain bike, a trekking bike and a BMX? These and
many, many more cycle-related questions are answered by cycling blogger Andrea Reidl
in a book that’s a must for bike and cycling fans – informative, witty, and amusing by
turns, and always fascinatingly readable.

Cyclemania

101 Things Every Cycle Fan
Should Know

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm
Retail price: €15
Softcover with flaps
Publication date: May 2018
Word count: to follow

Andrea Reidl
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The world of the car has two kinds of legends. One is made up of the fastest, the most
successful and the best-selling brands; the others are the clunkers, the sales flops, the
hideous leftovers, the lemons. But why did the launch of the Ford Edsel fail? What made
the Amphicar such a loser? And is the Fiat Multipla really so ugly? Auto expert Hans J.
Schippers has informative and hilarious answers to these questions and more.

· Exploring the history of cars from a whole new perspective
· Information plus entertainment – an ideal gift
· Unusual focus on automotive history

Famous? No, notorious!

The 99 Biggest Lemons in
Automotive History

192 pages, 12 x 18.5 cm, ~ 120 images
Softcover with flaps
Retail price: €14.99
Publication date: May 2018 
Word count: to follow 

Hans J. Schippers


